Experiences with a flexible QoS capable residential gateway within a multiservice framework
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Abstract. It is sometimes believed that a “broadband access” network, providing ample transmission capacity to residential environments, is enough so as to allow a flawless delivery of advanced services. However, the provisioning of a combination of multiple services with guaranteed quality up to the end-user terminal requires a carefully designed architecture incorporating the appropriated Quality of Service (QoS) concepts throughout the data path. And this path includes the Residential Gateway (RGW) as the last hop towards the home network. This paper describes the architecture of a RGW prototype designed and implemented within the framework of the European IST research project MUSE. The paper also addresses the different experiences performed with the prototype. Special emphasis will be made on the QoS capabilities of the RGW as well as on authentication and auto-configuration features.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, one of the most common trends mentioned in the communication network environment is the one related to ‘convergence’. Convergence from services viewpoint allowing video, audio and data to be merged on the so called triple play provisioning and convergence on networks allowing fixed and mobile scenarios (even cellular) to be combined into a single architectural model. And these convergences have been facilitated by means of the provisioning of a large amount of throughput to the final users.

Although it is very common to find that in residential environments, access lines support from 1 Mbps to 20 Mbps (ADSL, ADSL+2, etc.), it is just a question of time that users are capable of filling their access lines with multimedia or peer to peer content and all the applications will be forced to share a limited amount of resources.

In such a common resource restrictive home environment it is remarkable that bandwidth is not at all the only quality of service parameter that must be guaranteed,
since there are many others parameters like latency, jitter, packet loss, etc. that may also be crucial for certain applications to run properly.

This article describes the results of the different experiences, performed with a QoS enabled RGW (RGW) within the framework of a broadband environment such as the one specified by MUSE, which is a large integrated research and development European project on broadband access, whose main objective is the specification and deployment of a future, low cost, multi-service access network.

The RGW is responsible for delivering services to the end-user terminal and so it is responsible for receiving the frames coming from the access network and transferring the quality of service devised for it towards the home network. And it is also responsible for sending the frames towards the access network tagged with the corresponding quality of service so that the network can accordingly process it. The rest of the article is structured as follows.

The second section describes the RGW, first within the MUSE research project and afterwards from a functional and architectural point of view focusing on the two main functionalities that will be trialed: authentication and QoS.

The third section explains the different test and trials performed with this RGW platform and finally the last section summarizes the most important conclusions and provides some guidelines about the possible future work that is being scheduled.

2 A Quality of Service enabled Residential Gateway

2.1 The Residential Gateway in MUSE project

MUSE (MULTiServive access Everywhere, [1]) is a large project on broadband access that belongs to the 6th Framework Programme for R&D of the European Union. MUSE aims at a consensus view of the future access and edge network achieved by the co-operative research of almost all major players in Europe (36 partners, including system and component vendors, telecom operators, SMEs and universities and research institutes). The project integrates studies in the following areas:

- Access and edge network architectures and techno-economical studies.
- First mile solutions (DSL, optical access).
- Internetworking of the access network with RGW and local networks.
- Lab trials.

Figure 1 shows an overview of MUSE general architecture where different scenarios are depicted and the important boxes are remarked. One of the most relevant entities within the whole MUSE architecture is the RGW which is located at the edge of the access network that MUSE is specifying. It means that the RGW must be compliant with all the different functionalities supported by this network in order to be able to make them compatible and to extend them towards the home network. The prototype presented in this article is included in a particular subproject in MUSE focused on a FTTH broadband access scenario (up to 1Gbps). The functionalities of this RGW prototype can be divided in three different groups:
• **Initial autoconfiguration**: the RGW software performs an automatic discovery of the hardware where it is being run, including the number of network interfaces and from them, which one is being used as WAN interface. The RGW authenticates itself towards the network provider and automatically configures the connectivity layers of the WAN and the LAN side (IP addresses, DHCP server, SIP ALG, etc.).

• **Operation**: apart from the traditional NAT and firewall functionalities available on current RGW devices, the prototype is also capable of performing some other actions such as NAT traversal for SIP, based on an application level gateway and for STUN based clients by means of an embedded STUN server, multicast delivery or QoS provisioning (both tagging upstream flows with a 802.1pq header so that the network can properly treat them and providing the corresponding QoS to downstream frames and promoting that QoS into the residential network).

• **Management**: apart from the manual configuration mechanism that is based on a Java servlet guided Web interface and allows a complete configuration of the RGW, other automatic alternatives have also been included like the DSL Forum TR-069 standard [2] mechanism or by means of the SIP signaling protocol (allowing the RGW to be integrated into an IMS/NGN architecture).

All these commented functionalities are structured in the RGW prototype architecture divided in two different layers (see Fig. 2).

The **data layer** is responsible for data processing including routing and bridging decisions, shaping/policing functions, flow classification, tagging/untagging of frames with the corresponding VLAN and corresponding p bits, queuing facilities, etc. This data layer (or kernel layer from the implementation point of view) has been implemented using the Click! platform which is a modular software router developed by the MIT, the ICSI and the UCLA for the Linux operating system [3].

The **configuration/management** layer is responsible for the management of the services and the management of the network layer, the configuration of the different parameters of the RGW like QoS parameters, NAT/ALG functionality, flow classification, etc.

---

**Fig. 1. MUSE overview.**
In addition, this layer is also responsible for supporting applications that are capable of interpreting different signaling protocols that in turn, will also configure diverse RGW parameters like SIP, IGMP, RTCP, etc. The configuration/management layer has been implemented using Java (some specific modules have been implemented in C and perl, but almost all of them have been programmed in Java). The main objective of this development decision was to facilitate the implementation of new capabilities for the RGW since developing at the kernel level (Click! level) is not only a difficult task but also a platform dependant task. However, when designing this application layer it was also considered that the time spent in sending the frame from the kernel, layer where it is first received, up to the application layer, to be treated by the corresponding signaling process, and finally down to the kernel layer again to be transmitted, may not be negligible. These details have been analyzed in [4] and [5] for the implemented prototype and demonstrated in [6] and it was concluded that for signaling traffic it is feasible to maintain this hybrid model.

2.2 Authentication and auto-configuration

MUSE project encourages the support of a dynamic, nomadic multi-service environment requiring the dynamic change of network resources that a given costumer is allowed to use at a given time, as well as the recognition of a given device and/or person on the different network access points. Therefore, is essential, to the different providers, the regular execution of authentication routines towards devices and/or persons. Given the strategic role that the RGW plays in this scenario, it is fundamental its authentication towards one or even more providers and since a RGW is usually contractually bounded to a given costumer, performing RGW authentication is an implicit way of performing customer authentication. Considering these requirements, the prototype has the ability to authenticate itself towards one or more authenticating entities that reside in the network. For this purpose a combination of IEEE 802.1X [7] protocol with Extensible Authentication Protocol was chosen (EAP
The flexibility of 802.1X protocol and its intrinsic support for transport of EAP messages over IEEE 802.3/Ethernet based networks were determinant to this choice.

Although EAP-TLS [9] based authentication was used, other authentication methods are also possible (e.g. EAP-AKA, EAP-MD5, EAP-SIM, etc.). The distribution of the different authentication related entities in the MUSE network is as follows: the 802.1X supplicant is located in the RGW, the 802.1X authenticator is located in the access node and the authentication server in the aggregation network (see Figure 1).

Besides authentication, some mechanisms for auto-configuration were also added. These deal essentially with RGW network interfaces discovery and WAN interface identification, allowing the portability of the RGW software to hardware platforms that can differ on the number of network interfaces. The following paragraphs describe the boot up sequence of the RGW.

The first task performed when the RGW is powered up, is the detection of all network interfaces present in the hardware platform. Considering the discovered interfaces, several variables (e.g. physical connectivity) are taken into account to select only valid interfaces, through which the RGW can try to authenticate itself.

The next process, uses this set of valid interfaces and determines which one is the WAN interface. To achieve this, an 802.1X “EAPOL-Start” message is broadcasted through every valid RGW interfaces. The 802.1X Authenticator present in the access network, answers with an “EAP-Request-ID” message containing the string “muse.net” (in “EAP-Message” field) used to identify the WAN interface.

The next step is then to launch an EAP-TLS authentication process through the RGW WAN interface. A failed authentication process will result in re-authentication attempts and finally in the halt of the boot up process, while a successful authentication process results in the achievement of the boot up process (see Fig. 3).

2.3 Resource management

One of the most common approaches to face real end-to-end quality of service problems is by performing the resource management in every single point of the
whole communication path. This can be done in a distributed fashion (the nodes have their own local view and take their own decisions) or centralized in a single entity with a global resource vision. The hybrid technique is also possible, where some devices are managed by a central point while other devices take local decisions.

In this paper it is proposed to extend the TISPAN architecture with this last approach using a hybrid CAC (Call Admission Control) mechanism: the core network would be managed by a single device (centralized approach) and the end-user network could be controlled by the Residential Gateway (RGW) device with a local CAC.

2.3.1 Resource management architecture
The resource management architecture proposed in this section is based on the previous Residential Gateway proposal described on [5] and demonstrated in [6]. In that RGW a user or administrator was allowed to manually open or close downstream or upstream data flows defined by one or more of these parameters: IP address (source and/or destination), transport protocol, transport port number (source and/or destination), DSCP, etc. In the upstream direction, the RGW assigned the preconfigured priority to every data flow. This priority is used to set the corresponding VLAN tag in an Ethernet frame which allows the all-Ethernet MUSE access/aggregation network to properly handle all frames.

Figure 4 presents a high level architecture view where low level details are hidden for simplicity (more information can be found in [4]). The main blocks in the picture are:
- **Data level** is where the normal data packets go. There are different blocks to perform functionalities like classification, queues scheduling, policing, NAT, routing, switching, encapsulations, etc.
- **Configuration Controller Process** is the block in charge of reconfiguring the different modules of the data level when required.
- **Signalling dispatcher** used to handle the signalling frames that traverse the data level block.
- **Network Controller Servlet** has an HTTP interface to manually configure the RGW device. Other configuration and management mechanisms are also available (SNMP, TR-069) but are out of the scope of this article.
- **CAC (Call Admission Control)**. This module is part of the proposal of this article and was not included in the previous version of the RGW. With the service information provided by auxiliary modules, the CAC will perform admission control functions, verifying if there are enough resources in the home network so as to satisfy the demand. The information about the free resources will be provided to the CAC by the so called Instantaneous Home Network Bandwidth (IHNB) module (not shown in the picture). If the admission control process states that the requested QoS can be provided, then the CAC will contact with the proper method in the Configuration Controller Process to install new traffic policies capable of guaranteeing the resource reservation in the home network, and will indicate to the IHNB the set of resources that were reserved. The CAC will support the reserve-commit and the single-stage resource management
schemes specified in the IMS. Regarding the QoS control model, the CAC will deploy a relative QoS provisioning mechanism based on packet marking, which is the model actually implemented in the RGW (802.1p tagging in the Ethernet frames).

Fig. 4. RGW management architecture

This architecture allows managing the resources available in the RGW both manual and automatically using any signalling protocol implemented in the RGW itself.

2.3.2 Manual configuration

The first version of the RGW developed in MUSE could be manually configured using a web interface to add, delete or modify different parameters. Regarding the QoS parameters, the user or administrator was able to add or delete traffic flows assigning them a certain priority, but it was the administrator the one that assumed the responsibility for managing the different available resources.

In order to make the CAC functionality available in the RGW there is a very important parameter that must be provided to the RGW whenever a traffic flow is defined: the expected bandwidth. This parameter is mandatory and represents the bandwidth required by the flow. If no bandwidth parameter is introduced by the user, the servlet uses a default one (also configurable).

This way it is possible for the CAC module to have under control the available resources per interface and reject new traffic flow definitions in case no QoS can be assured for them.

2.3.3 Automatic configuration

The objective of the automatic configuration is to allow the RGW to autonomously make all the management of the different traffic flows. This implies not only that it
must be aware of the resource availability (as in the previous case) but also that the RGW must configure the different flows without the intervention of the user.

In the automatic configuration the RGW will intercept every service signalling message in order to take the corresponding actions (NAT/ALG corrections, call admission control, resource management based on demand, flow configuration for upcoming media messages, etc.).

Since the RGW takes care about the resources on the LAN and the WAN interfaces it is possible to automatically extend the QoS model existing in the network towards the home environment.

But in order to do so, the bandwidth parameter that was previously provided by the administrator must now be inferred from the captured signalling messages.

In the MUSE project the research and development related to this topic has been focused in the integration of the RGW within a TISPAN-NGN environment. This is why it has been assumed that service signalling will be based on SIP and so based on the SIP message exchange it is that the bandwidth has to be deduced.

In order to complete the whole configuration of the traffic flow every related SIP message has to be captured, including outgoing messages (upstream) and incoming messages (downstream).

Whenever a SIP message arrives into the RGW it is forwarded to the signalling dispatcher so that it can be properly treated. The procedure is obviously different depending if the message came from a LAN interface or from a WAN interface (previously called upstream and downstream respectively), but it is more or less similar in the sense that the RGW must always store SIP offers and match them with SIP answers to finally obtain the flow priority and bandwidth.

Figure 5 summarizes the whole procedure. As it can be seen the relevant messages for the CAC are the ones that are containing SDP payload (the rest are just forwarded like 'Register', 'Ringing', 'Trying', 'Ack', some 'Ok' and some 'Prack').

When these are upstream SIP offers (such as an ‘Invite’, ‘Prack’ or ‘Update’ message), it means that a terminal in the home network is trying to establish a connection so the first thing to do is to try to detect the bandwidth that will be used for that connection. At that moment it is only possible to see the different communication alternatives that the terminal is offering to the other end (looking in the different M lines of the SDP load), and there it is possible to see the ‘B’ parameter indicating the required bandwidth for every option. However, this B parameter is optional for non-IMS compliant terminals so in case it is not included, the RGW will calculate it from the codecs information (using the most restrictive codec). After that the message will be stored and forwarded waiting for an answer that matches this offer.
When this answer arrives in an ‘Ok’ or ‘Session Progress’ message (now left part of the picture), the first step is to retrieve the corresponding offer that was previously stored. The ‘B’ parameter will be already set (in the stored offer because it was done in the previous step and in the incoming answer because the other end also did it) so next step is to build the different flow definitions that will be sent to the CAC so that the proper resources can be reserved. In order to make the whole process automatic, these flow definitions must include both RTP and RTCP messages for both directions (messages sent from the terminal, upstream, and messages received by the terminal, downstream).

The different details are shown in Figure 5.

After that all the flow definitions will be sent to the specific CAC algorithm responsible for looking for available resources and reserve them in case they are free.
(this process is atomic for each set of flow definitions sent to the CAC algorithm).

It must also be taken into account that this is not usually based on a single exchange of information. It is normal that the process is negotiated through different exchanges and the RGW must be aware of this in order to release the reserved resources before reserving new ones for the new answer message belonging to the same offer.

As it can be seen in the picture, the process would be similar for connections generated in other terminals and received by our home network.

3.4 Hybrid configuration

The proposed architecture allows configuring the QoS parameters both manually and automatically at the same time since the CAC module processes requests serially so no inconsistency can occur.

The user can access the web interface to list the inserted flows and classify them according their insertion method (manual or automatic flows).

There is however a backwards compatibility option that allows administrators to bypass the CAC decisions:

- **Unavoidable rule**: this is a checkbox with two possible states: true or false. When true, the CAC does nothing and the flow is always inserted. When the flag is unchecked the CAC functionality is performed and then flow insertions may be refused.

It is important to notice that when an unavoidable rule is inserted, the QoS already promised to previous flows may be lost if not enough resources are available.

4. RGW TRIALS

4.1 Authentication trials

The trials were divided in three phases, each one intended to test a specific part of the RGW boot up process:

- **Discovery of the number of Ethernet interfaces on the RGW**: the objective of this trial was to check if all Ethernet compliant interfaces currently available on the RGW were correctly detected, considering as invalid interfaces with no physical connectivity. Tests were performed for different sets of interfaces with different physical connectivity availability (all available, none available, some available).
• **Discovery of the WAN interface**: the purpose of the test was to verify that among all valid interfaces, the WAN interface was correctly identified. Trials were performed for the following test cases:
  • Changing the interface of the RGW that is connected to the access network.
  • Changing “EAP-Message” field of the “EAP-Request-ID” message issued by the authenticator to other string than “muse.net”.
• **Authentication process**: the goal of this trial was to check the correct operation of the 802.1X supplicant implemented on the RGW. For this purpose both 802.1X supplicant and AAA Server (RADIUS server) were configured to perform an EAP-TLS authentication. Trials were performed for the below test cases:
  • Credentials sent by the supplicant contain an invalid certificate because the Certification Authority who issued the certificate is not known to the authentication server (the RGW should receive an “EAP-Failure” message).
  • In the same conditions than the previous point, check that after a failed authentication, re-authentication is tried again after 120 seconds.
  • Credentials sent by the supplicant are correct (the RGW should receive an “EAP-Success” message).

### 4.2 Operation trials

A triple play scenario with applications like voice over IP, video streaming and bulk data transfer, is defined to test the Queue and Scheduling Functional Blocks inside the RGW, since these are the principal blocks to be tested in order to assure a complete end to end QoS. The main RGW operation characteristics to be tested in these trials are the following:

• **Queues functionality**: the RGW implements four queues (one per CoS) per interface. This functionality will be tested in several scenarios where different upstream/downstream flows (associated with video streaming, data bulk traffic and VoIP applications) will be processed at the corresponding queue.

• **Signaling functionality**: how the RGW processes the signaling flows, the overhead of the special treatment of these predefined signaling flows and their marking with a specific CoS different from the data flows.

  The selection of applications used for the trials covers the four CoS defined in MUSE project (low latency, real time, elastic and best effort) and is based on the premise of providing a “full service” testing with a limited number of applications:
  • **Voice over IP** as an example of the low latency CoS application for signaling flows and real time for data flows with a strict delay requirements. The main requirements for this application are the very low delay and jitter.
  • **Video streaming** as an example of real time CoS application and a possible killer application for broadband networks. In addition, this application might generate a considerable amount of traffic and we have divided the tests in two cases, low quality video and high quality video. Within these RGW trials we will test video quality for both unicast and multicast traffic. The bandwidth and packet-loss are the main parameters that can affect the quality of this application. The results of the tests with the video streaming application can be classified in qualitative (subjective) and quantitative ones (objective).
• **Bulk data** as an example of elastic or best effort CoS application. It is related with Internet browsing or peer to peer communication and will be simulated with the Iperf application [10]. They can be considered commodity applications and can be provided with guaranteed QoS or with the lowest quality.

![Network trial testbed](image)

**Fig. 6. Network trial testbed**

An association between these applications and end to end network requirements (throughput, delay, packet loss and jitter) has to be defined in the trials. The results of the trials with respect to QoS will consider how to score and measure the perceived QoS at each application and/or scenario: objective measurements, subjective measurements and the mapping from network quality to perceived quality.

In order to test all the different concepts and characteristics previously described the considered scenario will be the one depicted in Figure 6. This scenario shows the residential environment on the right part of the picture with two different home networks connected to the Network Access Provider network through different RGWs, that may be connected to the same or different access nodes.

The access node will be 802.1p/q aware (like the 802.1ad Ethernet switch in Figure 1) so that it will understand the VLAN encapsulation coming from the RGW with the corresponding p-bits and it will also be able to reformat the frame according to the VLAN schema used within the Network Access Provider network. At the other end (left hand side in the picture), the traffic will be received by the different servers that will provide the requested demand.

Since the development done by our working team in MUSE is focused on the RGW itself, the rest of the network is out of the scope of our workpackage. However, in order to properly test the RGW it was mandatory to emulate the whole network so that the RGW could in fact be involved into a real triple play scenario with real autoconfiguration on startup performed towards the Access Network, real authentication phase towards the Access Network, real signaling messages exchanged...
towards the corresponding counter part in the network and real services received from the service provider domain.

The triple play services will be provided to two different residential environments that will also interact between them (through a VoIP scenario based on SIP). All this traffic interchange will be performed within a certain QoS framework that will guarantee the proper treatment of the different flows in the different QoS aware entities so that clients will receive the service without degradation.

4.2.1 Qualitative trials
For these trials, three different kinds of flows were used to test the triple play scenario where video and audio applications are present in the video streaming (using the VLC application [11] for both server and client sides) and VoIP (using SER as the SIP server [12] and X-Lite as user clients [13]). To simulate constant user data (intensive Web browsing, FTP or peer to peer data for example) Iperf is used to generate raw frames in the Server Provider side and collect statistics in the client side.

Although video and data applications were configured using different rates, VoIP was tested using just one codec generating traffic at 120 kbps (high quality audio). To test the video scenario, two different sources were used with different video and audio codecs: low quality where both video and audio are transmitted at 2 Mbps (DivX for video and MP3 for audio) and high quality using 5.2 Mbps (MPEG2 for video and AC3 for audio).

It is important to notice that all experiments were executed during 30 seconds reinstalling all the devices at the beginning and gathering the results at the end. Due to this fact, the relevance of the queue sizes (10000 frames for each queue) is not so important because for a very long experiment the results could differ for a given value. The aim of these tests is to probe the feasibility and performance of the QoS system standardized in MUSE and developed for this prototype and not to obtain the best values for the queues length for a given performance.

Iperf was executed from different servers depending on the required QoS. It is always invoked to generate 100 Mbps.

In the first and simpler test, two different types of flows were generated: the SIP signaling, treated as low latency (the best quality) and the RTP media transfer (the voice) treated as real time. The registration process of both the SIP phone and the X-Lite SIP software is always almost instantaneous and the delay could be considered negligible. In the data (voice) transmission, no packets were dropped in the RGWs and no delay was appreciated.

In the second test, the goal is to observe the performance of the VoIP communication in a high load scenario when both signaling and data voice are marked with the highest priority. The results of this test were clear: both registration and data (voice) transmissions are performed with no delay even when the high load traffic was marked with the best quality of service. Only when there is a continuous audio stream being transmitted it can be appreciated that very small cuts appear and that the sound is perceived with a metallic tune. These effects are not appreciated in a normal VoIP conversation.

The third test tries to represent a complete triple-play scenario (with voice, low quality video and Iperf) where voice is marked with the highest priority, video uses
the next one and Iperf simulates a high load traffic using variable priority (the lowest one in the first scenario, the same one than the video in the second scenario and the highest in the last one). With these three different scenarios the behavior of both the voice and the video transmission depending on the high load priority traffic is compared. The results confirm that the voice has too a low rate to be affected (even although a high rate codec was selected precisely because of this reason) by other traffic and video with low quality is unaffected too due to this fact.

The final scenario repeats the last tests using a high quality video. This time, when the high load is marked as low latency, the video reception is too bad (neither the video nor the audio are received during the high load transmission). As soon as the Iperf transmission ends, the video restarts its reception in the client side (it needs 2 or 3 seconds to resynchronize).

4.2.2 Quantitative trials
The purpose of these final tests is to determine the real quality of the different flows focusing on the bandwidth and the jitter, so that the subjective results obtained in previous tests can be measured.

In the first scenario, three different Iperf flows are sent towards the same end user device in order to test the efficiency of the QoS procedure implemented in the RGW. Table 1 gathers the information about the test parameters including the bandwidth and the instant when the Iperf flows are started and stopped and the results are presented in Figure 7. As it can be seen, during the first ten seconds, the first flow shows the input rate at the output due to the RGW LAN interface whose performance is just 95 Mbps due to hardware limitations. As soon as the medium priority flow starts, the low one decreases its rate while the former is totally served. In the 20-40 seconds range, the three flows share the LAN interface but, as the RGW prioritizes the frames following the marks, the low priority flow is not served any more and its frames are lost because the queues have just capacity for 1000 frames. When the high priority flow ends, the low priority one gets some bandwidth and is totally served again when the medium priority ends. Regarding the jitter, the most important area is the range between 20-40 seconds where there are huge jitter variations for the medium priority frames and high jitter variations for the low priority one. The reason for this is that almost all low priority frames go lost so there are no frames to estimate the jitter. The jitter for high priority frames is almost inappreciable.

The aim of the second test is to show how low priority applications always use the available bandwidth if there is any. The results are as expected: between 20-40 seconds, the three flows share the medium with the two highest priority flows completely served and the best effort one using the available bandwidth. High priority frames do not suffer any jitter (or it is not perceptible), medium priority ones have less jitter than in the previous test because this time all frames are served but, as the higher priority are served first, there exists some jitter. Best effort frames are also served but after higher ones so a big jitter is introduced.
Table 1. Flow parameters for the first, second and third tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority</th>
<th>Rate [Mbps]</th>
<th>Start [s]</th>
<th>End [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>3rd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Effort (Low)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Time (Medium)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low Latency (High)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Bandwidth and jitter value for the first and the second test

In the last test it is intended to see how two flows with the same priority share the remaining bandwidth in a Round Robin fashion. The result is the expected one: in the 10-30 seconds range, the highest priority flow gets the best service, while the two other flows reduce the output to 20 Mbps.

5. Conclusions

This article has presented the RGW prototype that has been developed and trialed within the framework of an Ethernet access network in a FTTH broadband scenario such as the one specified in the MUSE project.
The RGW prototype is prepared so as to be integrated in a QoS environment like the one specified by the MUSE project and the most important characteristics included in the prototype, are the following ones:

- The RGW prototype is capable of autoconfiguring itself independently of the hardware and of the network environment where it is deployed.
- The authentication procedure based on IEEE 802.1X is very flexible and allows many specific authentication methods to be applied.
- The RGW offers a very flexible configuration/management API making it possible to access it by means of a Web based interface, through the DSL Forum TR-069 standard, or through SIP (these are the implemented possibilities although any other could be integrated).
- The QoS capabilities included in the RGW allows it to expand the IEEE 802.1pq tagging schema used in MUSE access network towards the home network and it is also capable of treating the different flows accordingly to their marked QoS.
- The RGW is also capable of marking the different flows in the upstream direction with the required QoS.
- The RGW prototype incorporates an ALG in order to overcome NAT traversal problems caused by the SIP signaling messages.

These characteristics have been trialed and the different results have been shown in this article both from a qualitative and from a quantitative viewpoint.

For the second phase of the project (MUSE will finish at the end of 2007), different enhancements are being studied: integration of prototype into a TISPAN-NGN scenario, users and service roaming, fixed mobile convergence scenarios, value added services provided within the RGW (video server) or managed by the RGW (e-care), etc.
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